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Key points:

A new approach
was required to
enable partners
to engage with
their customers
earlier in their
buying journeys

• Avnet wanted to increase HP’s storage
solution sales by enhancing engagement with
silver partners
• OneGTM developed an insight-led channel
campaign to drive increased sales of HP
storage solutions
• The campaign achieved a 250% increase in
partner uptake and new business pipeline of
£1.25million

Summary

Briefing paper

Breaking through your storage barriers

Achieve
virtualisation
without limitations

Avnet’s previous channel support to HP partners mainly consisted of
telemarketing and email marketing. However due to diminishing returns, a new
approach was required to enable partners to engage with their customers
earlier in their buying journeys, and to position partners as a trusted advisor
to their clients.
The strategy behind the campaign was to engage the end-customer by alerting
them to the fact that their virtualisation initiatives could be being undermined by
legacy storage systems. We then developed an integrated, content-led campaign
designed to capture customers’ interest early in their buying journey, through
offering them useful guidance on how to build a virtualisation-ready storage
infrastructure and explaining how HP’s storage solutions could help.

In partnership with
INSERT PARTNER LOGO
HERE, LEFT ALIGNED
REMOVE THIS
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Introduction
Don’t let outdated storage hold you back

It’s a battle, and
virtualisation is one
of your key weapons.

As an IT professional, keeping your company competitive means being able to
simultaneously tackle three challenges:
1. Fostering innovation
2. Delivering agility
3. Managing escalating costs
You’re under pressure to adapt to a new style of business – one based on a world of
apps, mobility, big data and cloud. It’s a battle, and virtualisation is one of your key
weapons. If you’re serious about staying competitive, you need to be serious about
embracing virtualisation.

Once the tools were complete, we packaged them up into a comprehensive
toolkit with a blueprint and briefing kit, so partners could easily implement the
campaign themselves.

The new technology landscape

Apps

Cloud

Virtualisation

Mobility

70%

Big data

Many organisations have already invested big money in virtualising their server
estates. According to the Gartner Group1, virtualisation has now surpassed 70% of all
x86 server workloads.

Virtualisation has surpassed
70% of all x86 server workloads,
according to the Gartner Group.

There’s no doubting that business is embracing virtualisation. But there’s a huge question
mark over how much value you can gain from virtualisation if your storage infrastructure
isn’t up to scratch. Most legacy storage systems simply can’t keep up with the demands of
server and client virtualisation, yet storage remains the critical part of the equation that’s
often overlooked.
If you simply press ahead with your virtualisation initiatives without refreshing your storage
infrastructure, you’ll not only fail to achieve many of the benefits you’re aiming for, but you
also risk increasing your costs and reducing your flexibility – the complete opposite of what
you’re after.

1
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The client

Just as telling is TechNavio’s forecast that the Global Server Virtualisation market will
grow at a CAGR of 28.10% over the period 2013-2018.2

Magic Quadrant for x86 Server Virtualization
Infrastructure, Gartner, Jun 2014
Global Server Virtualization
Market 2014-2018,TechNavio, 2014
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Avnet Technology Solutions is a global IT services and distribution organisation
that transforms technology into business solutions for customers around the
world. Avnet works in partnership with industry-leading technology suppliers,
including HP, and is a leading distributor of HP storage solutions to the enterprise
market. Their portfolio includes Primary Storage, Enterprise Applications Storage,
Software Defined Storage, Backup Recovery & Archive.

Embrace virtualisation
without limitations
You need storage that can
deliver the availability,
efficiency, manageability
and performance required
by virtual environments.

Maximising the benefits of virtualisation is directly dependent on having the right storage
foundation. You need storage that can deliver the availability, efficiency, manageability and
performance required by virtual server, desktop and private cloud environments.
The good news is that today’s storage technologies offer significant scalability, performance
and cost advantages over legacy systems. But it’s important to appreciate that a storage
infrastructure that enables you to realise the benefits of virtualisation is about more than
bytes and IOPS. You need to focus on achieving three key objectives when refreshing your
storage infrastructure:

Ease of management
To eliminate complexity and cost, it’s vital that you can easily gain full visibility of your entire
storage estate and manage it as a single entity (rather than as lots of disparate, fragmented
elements). This means being able to manage everything via common management tools and
a single management console. Without that, it’s impossible to eliminate the admin overhead,
storage siloes and inefficiencies that can seriously undermine any virtualisation initiative.

Converged architectures
One HP customer
achieved:

98%
less admin

x2

VM density

40%

better VM
performance

60%

reduced footprint

Having converged storage architecture is key to reducing the bottlenecks and complexities
that plague traditional monolithic storage platforms. It removes the boundaries between
your server, storage and networking resources. A converged architecture that’s based
on modular, standardised platforms and common components is ideal for virtualised
environments – it enables improved sharing of resources and easier administration.

Choice of technology
To meet the breadth of user requirements while delivering the optimum combination of
performance and cost, any sizeable storage estate needs a mix of technologies. Some
applications will require the speed of an all-flash array; while for long-term archiving, tape
storage may still have a role to play. So you need to work with vendors who can offer you
not just a wide choice of storage technologies, but choices that are all based on common
components as part of a converged architecture.
Fortunately, the storage solutions available today deliver massive improvements in their
ability to support virtualised environments. Organisations that are refreshing their storage
infrastructures are seeing major cost, performance and ease of management benefits.
A typical example is our customer, Thames River Capital. By replacing their legacy SAN
storage infrastructure with HP 3PAR Utility Storage, the company achieved:
• 98% reduction in storage administration time
• Double VM density and 60% reduction in server footprint
• 40% increase in VM performance

Whitepaper

The challenge
The HP team at Avnet had recognised that their traditional approaches to
generating demand for HP’s storage solutions were now outdated for today’s
marketing landscape. Their traditional approach of telemarketing, email blasts and
online advertising was no longer effective and was generating diminishing returns
on their marketing investment.
They wanted a smarter approach to through-channel marketing, so engaged
OneGTM to help them focus more on customer issues and enable their partners
to engage customers earlier in their buying cycle.

0203 693 1211

info@onegtm.com

onegtm.com
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The campaign
was split into
three phases:

OneGTM worked with the HP team at Avnet to develop a strategy
based on the following elements:

1) Strategy and
approach

• Developing insightful content and tools to enable partners to engage with the
target audience

• Creating clear and compelling points of view around the storage market

2) Developing
the campaign
toolkit
3) Channel
enablement

• Creating frameworks and blueprints to enable partners to build effective
demand generation plans around storage
• Effective enablement of channel partners

Campaign approach
The campaign was split into three phases:

1) Strategy and approach
We initially worked with stakeholders from HP and the HP team at Avnet to
explore the key trends that were creating demand for new storage solutions.
Based on these trends, we decided to focus the campaign around the topic of
virtualisation.

Partner Briefing Document

Storage for Virtualised
Environments campaign

Why HP Converged Storage solutions?
• HP technology is uniquely placed to help customers meet today’s storage

challenges. By selling HP solutions, you can gain a competitive edge in the
marketplace.

• HP Storage offers best-in-class integration with leading virtualisation ISV partners,
and is trusted by 80% of the Global 100 largest companies.

The strategy behind this was to engage the end-customer by alerting them to
the fact that their virtualisation initiatives could be being undermined by legacy
storage systems, therefore encouraging them to give the topic of storage some
more thought.

• The next-generation architectures from HP Converged Storage enhance and simplify
any virtualised client or server project. In a virtualised environment, HP Converged
Storage solutions can help customers:
Double VM
density and
cut capacity
requirements
in half —
guaranteed*

Achieve
consistent
performance
at scale with
dynamic and
unpredictable
workloads

Virtualise Tier-1
applications
with confidence
— maximising
availability without
compromising
performance

Reduce
administration
with integration
into virtualisation
management tools

*Subject to customer qualification and compliance with the Get Virtual Guarantee Terms and Conditions.
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Campaign overview
The campaign approach, and the tools available to partners to execute the campaign,
are summarised below:
Campaign approach

Tools available

Attract interest
Attract customer interest in the early stages of their buying
journey by posing the question ‘Is outdated storage
infrastructure undermining your virtualisation programme?’

Content assets which will capture
customer interest and alert them
to the need for action

Build engagement
Build customer engagement by positioning partners as expert
advisors, able to help the customer understand the problems
caused by outdated storage and work out a clear way forward

Content and tools which enable
partners to position themselves as a
trusted, expert advisor to customers

Generate pipeline
Generate pipeline by positioning HP Converged Storage as
the solution to customers’ storage challenges – enabling them
to realise the full benefits of virtualisation

Tools which enable partner
salespeople to clearly communicate
the advantages of HP storage
solutions in virtualised environments
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The opportunity for partners
Three significant
market trends…

…which HP Converged
Storage solutions
can address.

…are creating a number of serious
storage problems for customers…
Greater management complexity –
Virtualisation introduces greater complexity
into the datacentre, and particularly the storage
environment, resulting in less responsive IT
and an increased admin overhead

Explosive data growth –
90% of current data is less
than 2 years old; analysts
forecast a 50x increase in
data from 2013–2020

Demand for more agile and
responsive IT – Competitive
pressures mean that businesses
are demanding more agility and
responsiveness but IT departments
are struggling to respond

Growing impact of server
virtualisation – Users on
average have virtualised 75%
of x86 server workloads

Performance issues – Legacy storage
systems are often unable to cope with
unpredictable workloads – with random
and frequently occurring I/O – that occur
in a virtualised environment
Increasing storage costs – Growing storage
complexity and mounting data requirements
lead to growth in both capital and operating
expenditures, diluting the cost savings
achieved through virtualisation

A big
opportunity
for HP
partners

Business continuity risks – Storage in
virtualised environments must be protected
at many levels – including disks, controllers,
and nodes – to ensure business continuity in
the event of failures

We then developed an integrated, content-led campaign approach involving
a combination of different marketing tactics. This approach was designed to
capture customers’ interest early in their buying journey and then convert that
interest into pipeline and sales, by offering them useful guidance on how to build
a virtualisation-ready storage infrastructure and then explaining how HP’s storage
solutions could help.
We leveraged existing HP investments in insight and thought leadership, and built
upon these to create a set of assets which the channel partners could co-brand
and roll-out.

2) Developing the campaign toolkit
We created an integrated campaign toolkit which included the following items that
partners could co-brand. The tools were all designed to enable the partners to
engage with customers earlier in the buying cycle.
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3) Channel enablement

A storage portfolio to meet every need
A key advantage for customers and partners is the breadth of HP’s solutions
which are able to meet all of a customer’s storage, back-up, recovery and
archiving requirements. Key product families include:

HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage

HP StoreOnce Backup

HP MSA Storage

HP StoreVirtual Storage

Flash-optimised Tier-1
storage for the new style
of IT. Uniquely well suited
to meet the challenges of
virtualised environments
and the only primary
storage architecture a
customer will ever need.

The fastest, most flexible
disk backup and recovery
in the industry. Enables
customers to reduce costs
and keep pace with data
growth, confident that
SLAs are securely met and
valuable data is not at risk.

Entry-level storage to
maximise customer budgets.
Whether customers need
best-in-class performance
or are looking to get the
most capacity for their
investment, MSA has a
solution.

Grow your customers’
virtual environment with a
simple, scalable and highly
available solution that
spans software-defined
storage, dedicated storage
appliances and fully hyperconverged virtualisation
systems.
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Sales Deck

Once the tools were complete, we packaged them up into a comprehensive toolkit
with a blueprint and briefing kit, so partners could easily implement the campaign
themselves following briefing meetings and webinars by Avnet. We also provided
a marketing-as-a-service option, where we delivered elements of the campaign on
behalf of partners who didn’t have the necessary in-house capabilities to roll-out
custom campaigns themselves.

0203 693 1211

info@onegtm.com

onegtm.com
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Make sure

outdated storage
isn’t the weakest link in your
virtualisation programme

mobility

IT departments are under pressure
to adapt to a new style of business
cloud

It’s a battle, and virtualisation
is one of your key weapons

big data

apps

Virtualisation has now surpassed

TechNavio forecasts that the
Global Server Virtualisation
market will grow at a CAGR of

70%

of all
server workloads

28.10%
over 2013-18

Source: Global Server Virtualization Market 2014-2018, TechNavio, 2014

The Gartner Group believes
it will reach

x86

86% in 2016

Source: Magic Quadrant for x86 Server Virtualization
Infrastructure, Gartner, Jun 2014

The outcome
Since the campaign launch, Avnet has experienced much higher partner take-up
than in previous campaigns – over 2.5x the number of silver partners have engaged
with this campaign compared to previous ones. The campaign has also generated
positive results in terms of increased customer contact and new business pipeline
of £1.25m.

Source: Magic Quadrant for x86 Server Virtualization
Infrastructure, Gartner, Jun 2014

But virtualising your IT environment without
refreshing your storage can lead to significant problems

1.

Greater management complexity

2.

Slow performance

3.

Increasing costs

1.
Greater management
complexity

Client Testimonial:

Storage mapping
through multiple layers
Increased admin
overhead

More
error-prone

Lack of storage
interoperability

Complex backup
and recovery

VMs always on
the move

Less
agile IT

“It’s great to see a campaign so well received by partners. What has been

Manual
provisioning

a real hit is that through the tools, the partners have really got what the
service delivers; usually getting them to engage with the product is half
the battle. The other real bonus is providing them with tools that they can
use in their own sales & marketing initiatives. Partners have also found
the toolkit useful for internal training and sales enablement for their own
sales teams. This has all led to a far higher partner take-up and ultimately
conversion to sales.”

More time
consuming

2.
Slow performance

73%

21%

of enterprises now have
a specific I/O performance
requirement

increase in businesses
identifying storage as
a key pain point

Unpredictable workloads
with random and frequently
occurring I/O place huge
demands on storage systems

Customer insight

Many virtualised applications place storage infrastructure
under severe strain, even those perceived as having a low
storage requirement. For example one HP customer found
that by turning off their four Microsoft Lync logging servers
they instantly freed up 25k IOPS on the storage array.

– Paul Riddle, Marketing Manager, Avnet

3.
Increasing costs

Underutilised storage
In many datacentres, only
25-35% of capacity is
actually storing data

Quick fixes
Keep adding more
standalone systems to
meet business demands

£ £ £
£
Increased datacentre costs
More storage = higher
hardware, space, power
and cooling costs

Low VM density
Slow storage systems
reduce virtualisation
efficiencies

The virtualisation paradox
By virtualising, you are trying to increase efficiency and cut costs.
But if you don’t address your outdated storage system, you will end up
losing the financial benefit of virtualisation.

Embracing virtualisation
without limitations

Ease of management
One single
management system

Converged architectures
Improved sharing
of resources and easier
administration

Choice of technology

A combination of
technologies for optimum
performance

The right storage foundation for you
One organisation’s virtualisation
success story
Thames River Capital replaced their legacy SAN
storage infrastructure with HP 3PAR Utility Storage.

THE RESULTS:

98%

60%

40%

reduction in storage
administration time

reduction in server
footprint and
double VM density

increase in VM
performance

In partnership with

[Insert partner web-link here]

INSERT PARTNER
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Infographic

To find out how
OneGTM can help
your business
call 0203 693 1211
email info@onegtm.com
or visit onegtm.com
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